How can you
have the highest
possible cover...

...at the lowest
possible cost?

With a policy that is
individually tailored
and priced for you...

...but benefits from
the buying power
we can offer

INTRODUCING THE ASG

PREFERENTIAL
PILOT POLICY
As aircraft maintenance engineers, we are
aware that accidents can happen to even
the best and most experienced pilots, often
through circumstances beyond their control.
We also know that there is a huge difference
in how quickly and how much insurance
companies pay out.
So, working in conjunction with highly
respected Aircraft Insurance specialists
Sydney Charles, we have developed a policy
that ensures that our clients can benefit
from an exclusive insurance product that we
believe will provide the best possible cover, at
exceptionally competitive rates.

To find out how you could benefit from
this policy, please contact Sydney Charles
today on 01481 739970 or email
info@sydneycharles.co.uk quoting
‘ASG Preferential Pilot Policy’.

The ASG Preferential Pilot Policy enables
you, as a client, to have a completely bespoke
policy, tailored specifically to your requirements
and priced completely independently for you.
And, because ASG already has a significant
number of ongoing policies we are able to benefit
from significantly discounted rates, that we are
able to pass on to you.
The ASG Preferential Pilot Policy offers:
• Comprehensive cover on hulls and liabilities
• Agreed Value Policies
• FREE Vehicle Airside Liability
• FREE 24/7 Emergency Helpline
• FREE Betterment up to £75,000

...but benefits from
the buying power
we can offer

What is Betterment?
In the event that you sustain damage to your
aircraft you might be surprised to find that most
insurers won’t cover you for the full cost of repair
or the replacing of parts.

Example:
Prop strike at 1,000 hours
TBO: 2,000 hours
Repair cost: £8,000
Cost of repair
without Betterment
Insurer factors in the
age of the existing
propeller and pays
accordingly, leaving
a shortfall for the
policyholder to pay.

Cost of repair
with Betterment
The whole cost of
the repair or
replacement is
met by the policy
regardless of the
age of the existing
propeller.

Policy pays

£4,000
Policyholder
required to pay

£4,000

Policy pays

£8,000

Policyholder
owes nothing

£0

For a quotation or further information
please contact us at:

+44 (0) 1481 739970
info@sydneycharles.co.uk
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